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 3   UPRIGHT WHEELS 
 

 
Numbered photographs can be seen  

in larger colour versions on the 
accompanying CD-ROM  

 
 
 A-line  
These were made by M.D. Johnson of 
Christchurch, maker of Easycraft Saxony 
wheels (see chapter 2) and also of a more 
conventional upright (Easycraft,  below). 
They were available from Brewers Mail 
Orders at a Christchurch box number, and 
one owner bought hers from them in August 
1966 for 15 pounds 17 shillings and 
sixpence.  
 
The wheel shown here has no maker’s marks 
but at least one other is known that is 
stamped with the maker's name and 
address.  They appear to be double treadle 
but in fact one “treadle” is fixed. 
 

3-1 A-line wheel 
 
Adam  
Woodcraft Industries (not to be confused 
with other users of the name Woodcraft) was 
a small company run by Harry Rees at 
Spring Grove, Wakefield (near Nelson). A 
skilled wood turner, he said he liked to make 
things that were useful, not just pretty.  
 
Like his double table wheels (chapter 4) 
these have a distinctive turned ball in the 
centre of each leg. The wheel shown here has 
his “unique, unbreakable brass flyer 
(registered design) with no hooks to snarl 
fibres” but some earlier ones have a wooden 
flyer. 
 
 
3-3 
Adam 
flyer 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

3-2 
Adam 
wheel 
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3-4 Alexander upright wheel 

 

 
3-6 Arnst wheel 

Airest 
See Napier, below and Chapter 2) 
 
 
Alexander 
Tom Alexander of Christchurch made wheels 
notable for the attractive carving around the 
table. His uprights as well as his horizontal 
wheels (chapter 2) have the flyer in one with 
the whorl and a sliding hook on each arm. 
There are grooves for the yarn to run through 
from the spindle to the guide hooks, across 
the shoulder of the flyer. 
 

 
3-5 Alexander flyer 

 
 
Arnon 
See Genesis, below. 
 
 
Arnst  
Leslie Arnst of Tai Tapu near Christchurch 
made a number of these, probably in the 
1970s. They are somewhat similar in shape 
to the Johnson A-line (above) but have a 
sewing-machine wheel and an Ashford 
mother-of-all. The front edges of the uprights 
are shaped with a couple of shoulders along 
their length, though this is hard to see in the 
front view.  
 
Mr Arnst used to collect the treadle sewing 
machine wheels from the local rubbish tip so 
his wheel-making was limited by the number 
of old sewing machines he could find. 
 
 
Ashford 
See Country Spinner, Joy, Kiwi, Scholar and 
Traveller for the various Ashford uprights. 
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Baynes  
These upright wheels (later called Colonial) 
were designed and made by Ian Baynes of 
Ashburton, and were first advertised in The 
Web in 1978. They were sold as kitsets for 
$76. About 250 of the first model were 
made. Like all 
Baynes wheels 
they had the 
distinctive hole 
in the whorl, but 
as the back view 
shows they also 
had a most 
unusually 
shaped table. 
 
 
 

3-7 Baynes 
wheel first style,  

back view 
 
 
 
By November 1979 the wheel was 
redesigned and the Baynes Colonial wheel 
has looked very much the same since then. It 
is now available with a double treadle, and 
since 1993 the business has been owned by 
Murray Bebbington. 
 
See Chapter 5 on Baynes. 
 

 
 
 

3-9 Baynes 
flyer 

showing 
hole for 

yarn 
 

 
3-8 Baynes first style 

 
 

  
3-10 (left) Baynes second style, single treadle 

3-11 (right) Baynes second style,  
double treadle 
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Beauchamp  
John Beauchamp used to spin in his navy 
days, as well as make spinning wheels. He 
made a varied range including a number of 
double table wheels (see chaper 4) but his 
upright wheels were particularly popular. 
This one has no markings but its owner 
remembers buying it from the maker before 
1979.  
 
See chapter 5 on John Beauchamp. 

 
 
3-12 Beauchamp upright wheel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beulah  
Les Peacock named his later wheels after his 
wife, as Peacock wheels had been taken over 
by Karl Fomotor. The Beulah shown here, 
still in constant use, was bought from Mr 
Peacock at his home in Paremata (north of 
Wellington) about 1984. 
 
Unlike Peacock wheels it has no slot in the 
back leg, and the connector rod runs beside 
(not through) the leg. The drive wheel is the 
same size as in Peacock's originals, and the 
turning is as fine as before though the face of 
the wheel is a little simpler. Balance weights 
are hidden in the wheel. 
 
See below and chapter 5 on Peacock wheels. 
 
 
3-13 Beulah wheel  
by Les Peacock 
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Bressay  
Bressay wheels were made from 1971 to 
1975 by Rotorua Woodcraft Ltd, makers of 
all kinds of small wooden items. These 
double drive wheels were based on a 100-
year-old wheel brought from Shetland. They 
are made from Fijian kauri (dakua) with a 
veneer wheel. About 2000 were exported to 
the UK, Canada, Australia, and a few to the 
USA.   This one has no identification but 
some have a plate on the front of the table 
which says “BRESSAY by Rotorua 
Woodcraft Ltd”. The company also made the 
Saxony Kintyre (see chapter 2). 
 
 

3-14 Bressay wheel  
by Rotorua Woodcraft 

 
 
 
Bulky Spinner (Ashford) 
See Country Spinner, below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Callister 
Alan Callister of Masterton made 12 of these 
wheels, starting with one for his wife in 
1995. This one is dated 1998 and bears the 
initials AC. It is made from New Zealand 
native rimu but he sometimes used oak. The 
design is basically similar to the Beulah 
(above) and it can be dismantled in the same 
way, but the knobs on the screws are plastic 
not brass, and some of the turning is 
different. 
 

3-15 Callister wheel 
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3-16 Camelot wheel 

 

 
3-18 Canterbury wheel 

Camelot 
Sharp and Page began making these in their 
Mount Roskill (Auckland) factory in 1978. 
They exported most of their Camelots to 
Australia, the UK and the USA. The one in 
photograph 3-16 has no front maiden, the 
orifice resting on a piece of leather. There are 
two spikes at the back to hold bobbins. Some 

other Camelots have 
two maidens, 
provision to be 
converted to Scotch 
tension, and a built-in 
kate at the front. The 
wheel in photograph 
3-17 is in the USA. It 
has an attractive inlay 
of light wood in the 
flyer.   
 
3-17 Another 
Camelot 
 
 
See also Crofter, 
below. 

 
 
 
Canterbury  
Canterbury wheels were made for Blis 
Export Ltd of Ashburton, from the late 1970s 
to about 1982. The price was $198 in 1981.  
 
The drive wheel is 
set down into a cut 
in the table, and as 
the back view 
shows, there is a 
separate cut in the 
table for the 
footman to pass 
through. The flyer 
is laminated. 

 
 
 

3-19 (right) 
Canterbury,  

side view 
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Carlisle  
Commander Wildy of Browns Bay, 
Auckland, made these wheels of pine and 
possibly other woods. This one was 
purchased new in 1974, from a shop in 
Auckland which no longer exists called The 
Wheel and the Loom. It can be double drive 
or Scotch tension, and the knob beside the 
front maiden lifts to reveal a threading hook. 
 

3-20 Carlisle wheel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cherub  
Graham Collins, a builder/joiner/ 
cabinetmaker of Lower Hutt (near 
Wellington) initially assembled a kitset 
wheel in the 1970s for his wife. After that 
experience he decided he should make one 
himself. Like many makers in the Wellington 
region, he was advised by Miss Stace, who 
on seeing his first attempt told him of many 
things wrong with it. However, she approved 
his second wheel and suggested he make 
more. Cherub wheels are made of New 
Zealand native kauri, usually recycled.  
 
A number have been exported to the United 
States. Earlier Cherubs have no markings 
(recent ones are signed). The tip of the front 
maiden can be lifted off and reveals itself as 
the handle of a threader hook.  
 

3-21 Cherub wheel 
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3-22 Cleopatra wheel 

 
 

 
3-23 Cole wheel 

 
 
 

Cleopatra  
Cleopatra was developed from the Wendy 
(below) by Ray Chisholm after he took over 
Pipy from Philip Poore. He substituted a 
large wooden mother-of-all for the metal 
flyer frame. Like the Wendy, it is a double 
drive wheel, but the tension mechanism is 
different and the owner of this one finds it 
difficult to keep in adjustment. It has no 
markings. 
 
See chapter 5 on Pipy. 
 
 
 
 
 
Club Mini 
See Mathieson, below. 
 
 
 
 
Cole 
E.R. Cole of Glendowie, Auckland, made 
these wheels. The one in photograph 3-23 
dates back at least to 1978, and is stamped 
“ER Cole Auckland” on the end of the table. 
 
The wheel came with a skeiner which can be 
attached to the extension of the axle and 
turned by a handle.  

 
 
Cole with 
skeiner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cole also made wheels similar to John 
Moore’s Karure (chapter 2). 
 
 
 
Colonial 
See Baynes, above. 
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Colthart 
James Colthart of Fendalton, Christchurch 
made quite a few of these. As with his 
double table wheels (chapter 4) there is brass 
trim in several places including the tips of 
the maidens, and the ends of the treadle bar 
are bound with brass.  
 
See chapter 5 on James Colthart, Reg 
Rudhall and Sidney Wing. 
 

3-24 Colthart wheel 
 
 
Country Spinner 
This is Ashford’s wheel for spinning bulky 
yarns, with very large flyer and bobbins. 
Like many bulky spinners it is bobbin lead: 
the treadle drives the bobbin, not the flyer. 
Initially it had one treadle and the name “The 
Indian (bulky) Spinner.”  
 
Its forerunner the Bulky Spinner had a larger 
drive wheel of the same style as the original 
Scholar (see below) and a simpler frame. 
 
See chapter 5 on Ashford. 
 

3-25 (right) Ashford Country Spinner 
 

3-26 (below) Ashford Bulky Spinner 
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Crofter 
The wheel shown here was bought in 1981 
from Carnaby Wools of Otahuhu, Auckland. 
An advertisement by Carnaby in The Web 
(March 1980) claimed that they featured the 
longest bobbin on the New Zealand market! 
However, the inside length of this wheel’s 
bobbins is 8cm (just over 3 inches) – long 
but not exceptionally so. In 1981 the price of 
a Crofter was $169.45¢.  
 
It is very hard to distinguish a Crofter from a 
Camelot (above). Almost the only difference 
is the slightly wider treadle on the Crofter. It 
seems they may have been made at the same 
factory: a leaflet sent out in 1981 from 
Carnaby Wools Ltd “sole NZ distributor for 
the Carnaby “Crofter” spinning wheel” 
speaks of it being designed by Ted Crawford, 
and of “the marriage of the designer with 
Sharp and Page Ltd of Auckland, known for 
their engineering excellence.” 
 
3-27 Crofter wheel 
 
 
 
 
Dunnachie  
Mr Dunnachie (pronounced Dunshee) of 
Christchurch made about 40 or 50 of these 
between the mid 1960s and 1975 – this one 
was bought in 1971 or 1972. It was then the 
most economical wheel available in 
Christchurch and there were about 15 in use 
by members of the Christchurch Guild of 
Weavers and Spinners. Purchasers had to 
supply their own flywheel from a treadle 
sewing machine.   
 
Mr Dunnachie’s designs were influenced by 
Walter Morrison’s wheels (compare 
photograph 3-79 below); Mr Dunnachie's 
daughter learned to spin from Walter 
Morrison, who lent her a wheel. 
 
3-28 Dunnachie wheel 
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Easycraft 
One of these was bought in Christchurch 
about 1983. It is identified by a label 
“Easycraft Manufacturer M.D. Johnson 
Major Hornbrook Rd Christchurch 8”.  
 
It is easily dismantled by unscrewing a wing 
nut half way down the support post and 
lifting the post and mother-of-all off. Mr 
Johnson also made the A-line upright 
(above) and two Saxony styles (Chapter 2). 
 

3-29 Easycraft upright wheel 
 
 
Eclipse 
Like the Saxony Homespinner (chapter 2) 
Eclipse was made by “Nees, The Furniture 
People” at a factory in Hanover St, Dunedin, 
in the 1970s. Made from Southland beech, it 
was sold as a kitset. It was intended for 
medium to bulky spinning, and is a bobbin-
lead wheel – the drive band drives the bobbin 
and a brake tension cord slows the flyer (the 
opposite of the more usual Scotch tension).  
 
No doubt the name was inspired by the shape 
of the cutouts in the wheel – like the 
silhouette of the sun during a partial eclipse. 

3-30 (right) Eclipse wheel 
 

 
Eclipse, side view 
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3-31 Frank Field wheel 

 

 
3-32 Fleur wheel 

Field 
Frank Field of Hawkes Bay first made these 
wheels for the Hastings Hospital 
Occupational Therapy Department. They 
became very popular, known locally as 
“Uncle Franks”. (Mr Field was the uncle by 
marriage of Judith Field, one of the founders 
of the New Zealand Woolcrafts Society.) 
Well over 100 were made in the 1960s and 
70s. The one pictured is number 11. The 
owner says, “These wheels are not the 
prettiest, but one of the most functional 
designs I've come across.”  
 
 
Fleur  
These folding wheels were made in Torbay, 
Auckland by Ivan McGreevy. The first one 
was made for a customer who wanted a 
wheel that was even easier than the Marion 
to get in and out of a car. McGreevy then 
produced more to satisfy a demand. Fleur 
wheels are very light and easy to carry, with 
their convenient handle, and they are still 
sought after by spinners wanting a quality 
portable wheel. 
 
This one was bought new from Mr 
McGreevy in late 1992. A paper label stuck 
on near the top of the wheel reads “FLEUR 
FOLDING SPINNING WHEEL Designed 
and made by Ivan McGreevy.”  

 
The flyer has 
hooks only on 
one side, and 
weights to 
balance them 
on the other. 
Drive band 
tension is 
controlled by a 
metal rod. 
 
3-33 Fleur 
folded 

 
Like McGreevy’s other wheels Marion and 
Jane (below) Fleur has no crank; the top of 
the footman is fastened off-centre of the 
drive wheel. 
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Fraser 
G. Fraser of Dunedin developed this design 
during World War Two; he had the iron 
drive wheels cast in a Dunedin foundry. He 
sold his wheels for 4 pounds 5 shillings each, 
a number to the ladies of the Navy League. 
They spun fleece (donated by farmers) into 
yarn which was used to knit sea boot 
stockings, jerseys and hats for men of the 
merchant navy in the North Sea. The wool 
was left unwashed as it was believed this 
gave better protection from the weather. 
Petrol was rationed at the time, making car 
journeys out of the question. Most of the 
ladies kept their wheels at the Navy League 
rooms and came by tramcar from all over 
Dunedin. There is a good photograph of 
these wartime spinners on page 10 of Spin a 
Yarn, Weave a Dream. 
 
The wheel shown here still has the original 
bar across the maidens for attaching the 
Scotch tension 
cord. It is 
signed by 
hand and 
dated 1943. 
 
 

3-34 
Fraser, 

 side view 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
3-35 Fraser wheel 
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3-36 Frizzell wheel 

 

 
3-38 Garrett wheel 

 

Frizzell 
Noel Frizzell, a farmer near Kirwee west of 
Christchurch, made about 12 of these double 
drive wheels of mahogany, and one in teak 
for his wife. It is said that he called them all 
“Catherines”. They have brass bands binding 
the ends of the treadle bar, and a sliding hook 
on one arm of the flyer balanced by a brass 
rod attached to the other arm. This one was 
made in 1975. A brass latch secures the back 
end of the spindle. 
 

 
3-37 Frizzell 

latch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Garrett 
Leo Garrett, a woodworker in Cheviot (North 
Canterbury), started making spinning wheels 
after he was given some black sheep and 
decided he should learn to spin their fleece. 
From the early 1990s to 2007 he made about 
45 wheels, mostly upright but about 10 
horizontal. He used mainly elm which he 
milled himself from windblown trees in the 
Cheviot Domain. 
 
His wheels have an Ashford type of flyer 
assembly, with whorl and flyer in one. Some 
(but not the one shown here) have the ends of 
the treadle bar bound with copper. They were 
mostly ordered by word of mouth, and have 
been sent overseas to a number of countries 
including England, Germany, the USA and 
Fiji. 
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Genesis 
These wheels were made by Hans Schouten 
of Hokitika, on the West Coast of the South 
Island. The 
one at right 
was made in 
1980 from 
macrocarpa 
and 
Southland 
beech. He 
made many 
more after 
this, 
improving on 
the original.  
 

3-39 Early 
Genesis 

wheel 
 
By 1989 
Genesis wheels came in two varieties. The 
wheel in photograph 3-40 was bought from 
the maker in that year for $330. This model 
is called Justus.  
 
The other Genesis model is Arnon. Like 
Justus it is carved with its name and a motif, 
but the table is a more rounded shape and 
there are holders for more bobbins. 
 

3-40 (right, top). Genesis Justus 
 

3-41 (right, below) Genesis Arnon 
 
 

 
3-42 Arnon carving 
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 3-43 Gibson wheel (1) 

 
 

 
 3-44 Gibson wheel (2) 

 

Gibson 
Joe Gibson lived 
in Seatoun, a 
seaside suburb of 
Wellington. In 
the 1970s and 
1980s he made 
over a hundred 
wheels, many of 
them for family 
and friends. He 
died in 1995. 

 
3-45  Joe Gibson 

 
 
He made a 
variety of upright 
wheels, several  
of which are 
shown here, as 
well as some 
double table 
(chapter 4) and a 
few Saxony (chapter 2). 
Most (but not all) his wheels are stamped 
underneath with his name or initials. 
Practically all have a turned thistle visible 
somewhere, often at the tips of the maidens. 
There is usually a characteristic lip at the 
heel end of the treadle, to prevent the 
spinner’s foot from sliding off.   
 
 

3-46 
Barbara 
Gibson with 
a wheel and 
stool made 
by her 
husband. 
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Grace wheels 
Grace is one of several upright styles made 
by Mike and Maggie Keeves at Wakefield 
near Nelson, since 1977. They spin well and 
are much loved by their owners. They have a 
twin treadle, so that both feet can be used, 
but not an alternating double treadle. There is 
a brass plate on the bar between the two 
halves of the treadle, with the wheel model 
and its number. The buyer’s name could also 
be engraved or stamped on this plate.  
 
 The Grace was supplied with a clip-on 
treadle-driven skeiner.  
 
 
Grace Gypsy arose from a need for a 
simpler, less expensive, but still 
mechanically high quality wheel. It has an 
oiled finish, unlike the polyurethane of the 
Grace and Little Grace.  
 
 
Grace Imp was another smaller, simpler 
model, made from 1992.   At first it was 
made with a metal wheel. The spinner in the 
picture at left below is Maggie Keeves. Later 
Imps have a wooden wheel like the one on 
the right. 

 

 
 (left, above) Early Grace Imp 
(right, above) Later Grace Imp 
 
 
See chapter 5 on Grace, and  
below for the Little Grace. 

 
3-47 Grace wheel 

 

 
3-48 Grace Gypsy 
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Hegan  
Mr Hegan of 
Southland made 
these wheels in 
the early 1990s. 
The whorl (which 
has 3 ratios) is 
metal. 
 
3-49 (left) Hegan 
wheel 
 
 
 

3-50 (right) 
Hegan, 

back view 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Horrill  
Seton Horrill of Christchurch made 11 of 
these upright wheels of recycled kauri from 
1973 to 1983. All are numbered, dated and 
signed. He also made 9 double table wheels. 
Both were adapted from designs in 
Woodworker magazine. 
 
3-51 Horrill upright wheel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imp (Grace) 
See Grace, above. 
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Imp (Keneila) 
Keneila Imp wheels were produced by Ken 
and Sheila – hence “Keneila” – Green after 
Philip Poore stopped making the Wendy 
(below). They had perceived a continuing 
demand for such light, portable, reliable 
wheels. Sheila Green commissioned Ashford 
(who had bought the Wendy jigs and 
patterns) to construct them, after making 
some changes to the design for copyright 
reasons. The most obvious is the replacement 
of the metal flyer frame by a wooden one. 
 
The Keneila Imp was released about 1990. 
Over 100 were made but most were taken to 
the UK from 1991 and sold there. There is a 
stamp on the treadle showing a spinning 
wheel with “Keneila” underneath it.  
 

3-52 Keneila Imp wheel 
 

 
3-53 Keneila Imp flyer frame 

 
 

Indian (bulky) spinner (Ashford) 
see Country Spinner, above. 
 
Indian spinner (Sleeping Beauty) 
see Princess, below. 
 
 
Jane  
Jane wheels were made by Ivan McGreevy 
of Auckland, who also made the folding 
Fleur (above) and Marion (below). The Jane 
was intended as a smaller, more economical 
wheel than the Marion. Like all McGreevy 
wheels, they are clearly labelled.    
 

3-54 Jane wheel 
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Jennings   
Patrick Jennings of North Canterbury began 
making upright wheels in the 1940s for 
wartime spinners, 
and eventually made 
at least 50. They 
vary in details but 
are characteristically 
almost entirely of 
metal, using a drive 
wheel and 
sometimes other 
parts from a treadle 
sewing machine. 
 
See chapter 5 on 
Patrick Jennings. 
 

3-55  Jennings wheel  
 
3-56 Another Jennings 
 
 
Johnson 
See A-line and Easycraft, above. 
 
 
Joy 
Ashford’s most 
portable wheel was 
named for Walter 
Ashford’s wife Joy. It 
is now also available 
in a double treadle 
model. The board and 
treadle fold up against 
the wheel and the 
bobbins are neatly 
tucked in. 
 
See chapter 5 on 
Ashford. 

3-58 Joy folded 
 
3-57 Joy wheel 
 
 
 
Justus 
See Genesis, above. 
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Keneila 
See Imp, above. 
 
 
Kerwood 
Derek Kerwood of Hamilton made wheels to 
order around the 1980s. All were to the same 
basic pattern but the buyer was invited to 
share in the design of the carved and turned 
decoration. 

3-59 An elaborately carved  
Kerwood wheel 

 
3-60 The owner of this  

Kerwood wheel (a sheep breeder)  
asked for a ram’s head  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kiwi 
Ashford’s entry-level wheel, the Kiwi 
replaced their Scholar (below) in the late 
1990s. Initially a single treadle wheel, it now 
has double treadles. 
 
See chapter 5 on Ashford. 
 

3-61 Kiwi wheel 
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Leola 
“Leola Masterton 1986” is inscribed on a 
plate on the end of the table of this little 
wheel, which was one of about 20 made by 
Leo Phelps of Masterton. It looks very like a 
Romney (below) but it has a wooden whorl 
(the Romney has a metal one) and it is 
smaller in most of its dimensions. 
 
3-62 Leola wheel 
 
 
 
Little Gem 
Majacraft’s most portable wheel, the Little 
Gem folds with its post fitting between the 
treadles while the spinning head is 
removable for transport.  
 
As far as I know it is the only accelerated (or 
two-stage or multiplying) wheel that has 
been made in New Zealand, though they are 
not uncommon in North America and go 
back at least to the 1800s in Europe, while 
the same principle is found in the very 
ancient Indian charka. The treadles drive a 
wheel which in turn drives a small-diameter 
wheel on the hub of a larger drive wheel. A 
second drive band on the outer, much larger 
rim of this wheel 
drives the spindle 
whorl. Thus the 
speed of treadling 
is multiplied and 
quite a high ratio 
can be obtained 
without a big 
drive wheel. 
 
3-63 Little Gem 
wheel 
 

3-64 (right)  
Back view of 

Little Gem 
 

See chapter 5 on Majacraft. 
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 Little Grace  
The Little Grace soon developed into the 
Little Grace Special as more ratios and 
bobbin-holders were added. Not as heavy as 
the Grace (above) though still no lightweight, 
and very versatile, it has proved the most 
popular model. The flyer assembly is easily 
adjusted to suit right or left handed spinners. 
 
See Chapter 5 on Grace. 
 
 

3-65 Little Grace Special wheel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Little Peggy  
Little Peggy wheels were made by Rappard 
& Company of Dunedin. The Little Peggy 
shown here has underneath “Made in NZ J. 
Rappard P.O. Box 1121 Dunedin 2319/5/77” 
so it should date from 1977. Its flywheel and 
turnings and general appearance are close to 
the Wee Peggy (below) except that it has two 
full maidens.   
 
Peggy wheels were named in honour of 
Peggy Linn, whose husband Colin inspired 
and advised in the setting up of the business. 
 
See chapter 5 on Rappard.   
 

3-66 Little Peggy wheel 
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Madigan  
 Mr G.W. (Bill) Madigan of Te Atatu, 
Auckland made a number of these folding 
wheels, probably in the 1980s. They have 
apparent similarity to some Majacraft wheels 
but are double drive, and drive band tension 
is adjusted by tilting the mother-of-all with a 
long metal screw, more like the Pipy Wendy. 
They are stamped with the maker's name and 
address and a serial 
number.  
 
See chapter 5 on Bill 
Madigan. 
 
3-67 (left)  
Madigan wheel   

3-68 (right) 
 Madigan folded  

 
 
Majacraft 
See Little Gem, above; Millie, Pioneer, 
Polly/Pollyanna, Rose, Suzie, and Tiny Tim 
below; Saxonie, chapter 2. Also Chapter 5. 
 
 
Marion  
Marion wheels were made from recycled 
kauri by Ivan McGreevy of Torbay, 
Auckland, from 1981. They were named 
after his wife's mother. 
 

Some variations are known, including a few 
with a solid wheel. The footman (wood or 
metal) always passes 
through the little 
round table, and is 
fastened directly to 
the drive wheel; 
there is no crank. 
Mr McGreevy also 
made the Fleur and 
the Jane (above). 
3-69 (left) Marion 
wheel 
 
3-70 (right) Marion 
 with solid wheel 


